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Any device that
accelerates charged
particles to very high
speeds using electric
and/or magnetic fields

What is a Particle Accelerator?

An early particle accelerator from 1937.
This accelerator was used in the
development of the first atomic bomb.



A simple accelerator

A single electron passes through a potential difference of 1.5 volts,
thus gaining 1.5 electron-volts of energy
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Acceleration techniques: DC field

The simplest acceleration method: DC voltage

Energy kick E=qV

Can accelerate particles over many gaps: electrostatic accelerator

Problem: breakdown voltage at ~10MV

DC field still used at start of injector chain



Today’s Accelerators

Modern accelerators fall into two basic
categories:

Linear Accelerators
Circular Accelerators



Linear Accelerator – Example 1
(Cathode Ray Tube)

The cathode ray tube is a linear accelerator (still)
found in many TVs, computer monitors, etc.

http://science.howstuffworks.com/atom-smasher2.htm

http://science.howstuffworks.com/atom-smasher2.htm


The technologies used

Large scale vacuum
High power microwaves
Superconducting technology
Very strong and precise magnets
Computer control
Large scale project management
Accelerator physics (beam dynamics)
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Lorentz equation

The two main tasks of an accelerator
Increase the particle energy
Change the particle direction (follow a given trajectory, focusing)

Lorentz equation:

FB v FB does no work on the particle
Only FE can increase the particle energy

FE or FB for deflection?  v c Magnetic field of 1 T (feasible) same bending
power as en electric field of 3 108 V/m (NOT feasible)

FB is by far the most effective in order to change the particle direction

BE FFBvqEqBvEqF )(
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Acceleration techniques: RF field

Oscillating RF (radio-frequency) field

“Widerøe accelerator”, after the pioneering work of the Norwegian Rolf Widerøe
(brother of the aviator Viggo Widerøe)

Particle must see the field only when the field is in the accelerating direction
Requires the synchronism condition to hold: Tparticle =½TRF

Problem: high power loss due to radiation vTL )2/1(



Acceleration techniques: RF cavities

Electromagnetic power is stored in a resonant volume instead of being
radiated

RF power feed into cavity, originating from RF power generators, like
Klystrons

RF power oscillating (from magnetic to electric energy), at the desired
frequency

RF cavities requires bunched beams (as opposed to           coasting
beams)

particles located in bunches separated in space
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An Early Circular Accelerator

In 1929, Ernest Lawrence developed the first
circular accelerator
This cyclotron was only 4 inches in diameter, and
contained two D-shaped magnets separated by a
small gap
An oscillating voltage created an electric field
across the small gap, which accelerated the
particles as they went around the accelerator



The Cyclotron

A vertical B-field provides
the force to maintain the
electron’s circular orbit
The particles pass
repeatedly from cavity to
cavity, gaining energy.
As the energy of the
particles increases, the
radius of the orbit increases
until the particle is ejected
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An accelerator

Structures in which the particles will move
Structures to accelerate the particles
Structures to steer the particles
Structures to measure the particles



Circular Accelerators, cont.

Circular accelerators are able to bring particles
up to very high speeds (energies) by allowing
each particle to be accelerated for a longer
period of time—around the accelerator.
The distance around a circular accelerator can
be quite large

Fermilab’s Tevatron (Near Chicago, USA) - 4 miles (6.44 km)
CERN’s LHC (Near Geneva, Switzerland) – 16.8 miles (27 km)



Synchrotron

injection magnet ejection magnet

accelerating gap

linac

focusing magnet

magnet for
beam deviation

klystron

klystron

to an experiment



Why circular accelerators?

Technological limit on the electrical field in an RF cavity (breakdown)

Gives a limited E per distance

Circular accelerators, in order to re-use the same RF cavity

This requires a bending field FB in order to follow a circular trajectory (later slide)



The synchrotron

Acceleration is performed by RF cavities

(Piecewise) circular motion is ensured by a guide field FB

FB : Bending magnets with a homogenous field

In the arc section:

RF frequency must stay locked to the revolution frequency of a particle (later
slide)

Synchrotrons are used for most HEP experiments (LHC, Tevatron, HERA, LEP,
SPS, PS) as well as, as the name tells, in Synchrotron Light Sources (e.g.
ESRF)

]/[
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Synchrotron with one cavity

The energy kick of a particle, E, depends on the RF phase seen

We define a “synchronous particle”, s, which always sees the same phase s
passing the cavity

RF =h rs ( h: “harmonic number” )

E.g. at constant speed, a synchronous particle circulating in the synchrotron,
assuming no losses in accelerator, will always see s=0

sinˆ)sin(ˆ VqtVqWE RF



Non-synchronous particles

A synchronous particle P1 sees a phase s and gets an energy kick Es

A particle N1 arriving early with s will get a lower energy kick

A particle M1 arriving late with s will get a higher energy kick

Remember: in a synchrotron we have bunches with a huge number of
particles, which will always have a certain energy spread!



Frequency dependence on energy

In order to see the effect of a too low/high E, we need to study the relation
between the change in energy and the change in the revolution frequency :
"slip factor")

Two effects:
1. Higher energy higher speed (except ultra-relativistic)

2. Higher energy larger orbit  “Momentum compaction”

pdp
fdf rr

/
/

R
cfr 2



Momentum compaction

Increase in energy/mass will lead to a larger orbit

We define the “momentum compaction factor” as:

is a function of the transverse focusing in the accelerator, Dx> / R
is a well defined quantity for a given accelerator

pdp
RdR

/
/



Phase stability

>0: velocity increase dominates, fr increases

Synchronous particle stable for 0º< s<90º
A particle N1 arriving early with s will get a lower energy kick, and arrive
relatively later next pass
A particle M1 arriving late with s will get a higher energy kick, and arrive
relatively earlier next pass

0: stability for 90º< s<180º

0 at the transition energy.  When the synchrotron reaches this energy, the
RF phase needs to be switched rapidly from s to s



Bending field

Circular accelerators: deflecting forces are needed

Circular accelerators: piecewise circular orbits with a defined bending radius
Straight sections are needed for e.g. particle detectors
In circular arc sections the magnetic field must provide the desired bending radius:

For a constant particle energy we need a constant B field dipole magnets
with homogenous field

In a synchrotron, the bending radius,1/ =eB/p, is kept constant during
acceleration (last section)

BE FFBvEqF )(

p
eB1



How we manipulate the beam

The charged particle beam is then
manipulated by the use of powerful magnets
In analogy with light optics, we call this
process magnetic beam optics
The beam is bent using dipole magnets and
focusing using quadrupole magnets
The magnets are very strong, often several
Tesla, and use normal conducting,
superconducting or permanent magnet
technology



Magnetic lattices

Magnets are combined
to form a magnet lattice
The lattice steers and
focuses the beam

Dipole

F Quadrupole

D Quadrupole



The reference trajectory
An accelerator is designed around a reference trajectory (also called design
orbit in circular accelerators)

This is the trajectory an ideal particle will follow and consist of
a straight line where there is no bending field
arc of circle inside the bending field

We will in the following talk about transverse deviations from this reference
trajectory, and especially about how to keep these deviations small

Reference trajectory



Bending field: dipole magnets

Dipole magnets provide uniform field in the desired region

LHC Dipole magnets: design that allows opposite and
uniform field in both vacuum chambers

Bonus effect of dipole magnets: geometrical focusing in the
horizontal plane

1/ : “normalized dipole strength”, strength of the magnet

]/[
][3.0][11 1
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Optics analogy

Physical analogy: quadrupoles optics

Focal length of a quadrupole: 1/f = kl
where l is the length of the quadrupole

Alternating focusing and defocusing lenses will together give total focusing
effect in both planes (shown later)

“Alternating Gradient” focusing



The Lattice

An accelerator is composed of bending magnets, focusing magnets and non-
linear magnets (later)

The ensemble of magnets in the accelerator constitutes the “accelerator lattice”



Example: lattice components



Transverse beam size

RMS beam size:

)()( ss rms

Beam quality Lattice





From pill-box to real cavities

LHC cavity module ILC cavity



Accelerating cavities
Modern machines use a time-dependent electric
field in a cavity to accelerate the particles



Lear (CERN)
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Collider

e- injection e+ injection

focusing magnets

particle detector

particle detector

injection magnetinjection magnet

accelerating structure

focusing
magnet

dipole magnet
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Colliders
Colliding beam accelerators can be of two different types:

(1) Two intersecting rings or
(2) A single storage ring (the antiparticles follow the same

closed orbit as the particles – in the opposite direction)

The main advantages of colliding beam accelerators is the gain in c.m.
energy:

In a symmetric collider: Ecm = 2Ebeam
In a fixed target system: Ecm 2mtargetEbeam

For example, at Fermilab the maximum proton energy is 950 GeV and

In the pp collider mode: Ecm = 1900 GeV
In the fixed target mode Ecm = 2 0.938 950 GeV = 42 GeV

38
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• & t & J/ -Factories (VMD)
• b-Factories (CP violation)
• e+e- Colliders (EW measurements)*
• Heavy Ion Colliders (q-g plasma)*
• ep Colliders (proton structure)
• ppbar Collider (top quark)*
• pp Collider (Higgs)*
• e+e- Linear Collider*(WL)
• -Factories (n-oscillations)
• -Factories
• Non-Accelerator Experiments*

Large Accelerator Facilities
39
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An event display showing particles emerging from collisions and striking
the pad chamber detectors (green area) and Time-of-Flight detectors
(gray area) in the two "central" arms of PHENIX, one of RHIC's large
experiments. Several hundred particle tracks are seen in this display.
The collision took place at the center of the image.
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A spectacular gold-gold collision at the maximum RHIC energy as seen by the Phobos
detector. Phobos consists of a cylindrical array of silicon detectors and two spectrometer
arms surrounding the interaction region where the gold nuclei collide. Colored dots show
the locations where silicon was struck by the thousands of produced particles. The red
lines are reconstructed trajectories of some of those particles.
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HERA
Mission -
Properties of the
strong  & EM
forces
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Tevatron
Mission -
top physics
W properties
Strong &EW

52
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The Tevatron: Fermilab, Chicago
The world’s highest energy accelerator  1989 - 2007(?)

1 TeV protons collide  with 1 TeV antiprotons

Main ring 3.5 mile circumference
2 collision points equipped with
particle detectors (Lancaster in D0)

49
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Main injector
& recycler

Tevatron

CDF
Antiproton
source Booster

THE TEVATRON COLLIDER
COMPLEX

Some 40 miles to Chicago

Some miles to California...
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CDF and D0 EXPERIMENTS
AT THE TEVATRON

vertex detection and
jet measurement in key roles
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SLC and LEP
SLAC - Stanford, Ca. CERN - Geneva, CH.

50



The Large Hadron Collider

The large hadron collider (LHC) uses the same
tunnel as LEP, at Cern in Geneva
The machine is a 14 TeV proton-proton collider,
so each stored beam will have an energy of 7
TeV
It has started operation (at 7 TeV) in Fall 2009
There are 7 LHC experiments





LHC injector system
LHC is responsible for accelerating
protons from 450 GeV up to 7000 GeV

450 GeV protons injected into LHC
from the SPS

PS injects into the SPS

LINACS injects into the PS

The protons are generated by a
Duoplasmatron Proton Source



LHC layout
circumference = 26658.9 m

8 interaction points, 4 of which contains
detectors where the beams intersect

8 straight sections, containing the IPs,
around 530 m long

8 arcs with a regular lattice structure,
containing 23 arc cells

Each arc cell has a FODO structure, 106.9
m long
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The LHC: Large Hadron Collider
7 TeV protons will collide with 7 TeV protons in the LEP tunnel

Require superconducting dipole magnets (~6 Tesla) and RF cavities

2 vacuum pipes (counter-circulating beams) enclosed in same dipole

LEP dismantled in end of 2000 - LHC start-up Fall 2009.

53



The LHC tunnel



mmtyparc 3.0

mIP 17*

radnmmmtyp 5.0,55.0,180 *
beta in drift space:

(s) = * + (s-s*)2 / *



LHC cavities

Superconducting RF cavities (standing wave, 400 MHz)
Each beam: one cryostats with 4+4 cavities each
Located at LHC point 4



LHC main parameters
at collision energy

Particle type p, Pb
Proton energy Ep at collision 7000 GeV
Peak luminosity (ATLAS, CMS) 10 x 1034 cm-2s-1

Circumference C 26 658.9 m
Bending radius 2804.0 m
RF frequency fRF 400.8 MHz
# particles per bunch np 1.15 x 1011

# bunches nb 2808



But particles radiate energy!

B

Synchrotron Radiation from
an electron in a magnetic field:

22
22

2
BECceP

4

/
EC

revE

Energy loss per turn of a
machine with an average
bending radius :

Energy loss must be replaced by RF system
cost scaling $ Ecm

2
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Linear colliders
• Synchrotron radiation - energy loss by circulating beams

(accelerating electric charges radiate EM waves)
• Classical EM theory (see Martin+Shaw for reference) shows

that the energy radiated per turn (radius ) by a charge q is:
• = q² ³( ²)²/3 0

• where = v/c and = 1/ (1 - v²/c²) = E/mc²
• … for highly relativistic particles = 1 and hence ~ 1/m**4
• energy loss is very severe for electrons !
• energy loss is not a problem for protons
• For LEP running at E = 100 GeV ~ 2.5 GeV/turn
• … and RF cavities must replace lost energy
• For E = 500 GeV and = 10*LEP radius ~ 156 GeV/turn !
• … which would be prohibitively expensive to build (270 Km long

tunnel) and operate …
• Can avoid these problems with a Linear Collider ( = 0 )

58



Linear Accelerators

In linear accelerators, particles are accelerated in a
straight line, often with a target at one to create a
collision
The size of linear accelerators varies greatly

A cathode ray tube is small enough to fit inside of a
television
Stanford’s linear accelerator is two miles long

http://www.exploratorium.edu/origins/cern/tools/linac.html

http://www.exploratorium.edu/origins/cern/tools/linac.html


Linacs at CERN



A linear machine

e+ e-

~15-20 km

For a Ecm = 1 TeV machine:

Effective gradient G = 500 GV / 14.5 km

= 35 MV/m

Note: for LC, $tot E
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The International
Linear Collider

The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a
proposed machine, to complement the LHC
It shall collider electron and positrons
together at a centre-of-mass energy of 1 TeV
The anticipated cost is a cool
$8,000,000,000!
Currently, a detailed physics case and
accelerator design is being formulated, in an
attempt to get someone to pay for it!



The parts of a linear collider



The key parameters

The linear collider is driven by 2 key
parameters

The collision energy
The luminosity

The two beams collide head-on, so the
collision energy is the sum of the beam
energies E=2Ebeam

The luminosity tells us the probability of the
two beams interacting – essentially the overlap
of the two colliding beams
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Luminosity  and cross section

When two particles interact within a collider, the number of
collisions per second is given as: N = L

The luminosity, L,  of a collider is directly proportional to the beam
intensities and inversely proportional to the beam size at the
interaction point. L is measured in units of cm-2 s-1 and it typically
ranges between 1030 - 1033

The cross section, s, characterises the probability of a a particular
type of interaction to occur. It is expressed in units of cm2.
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To increase probability of direct e+e- collisions
(luminosity) and birth of new particles, beam sizes
at IP must be very small

How to get Luminosity

D
yx

brep HNnf
L

2

4

Beam size: 250 * 3 * 110000 nanometers
(x y z)

(We shall derive this next lecture)



The Livingstone plot
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Colliders

Also because the +

is so much heavier
than the e, synchrotron
rad. energy loss becomes
manageable again =>
circular machines
in the TeV range.

Since the Higgs gives mass to particles, it must be
sensitive to that mass - or “couple” to it - thus, the Higgs
will couple much more strongly to a m than to an e. This means that
the direct (s-channel) annihilation becomes possible at a
collider, whereas at the electron collider it is invisible => “Higgs
factory”
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Particle accelerators are
everywhere!

Daily applications
TV, computer monitor
Microwave oven, oscilloscopes

Industrial
Food sterilization
Electron microscopes
Radiation treatment of materials
Nuclear waste treatment



Particle accelerators are
everywhere!

Medical applications
Cancer therapy, Radiology
Instrument sterilization
Isotope production

Research tools for many scientific fields
High energy physics experiments
Light sources for chemistry, biology etc
Optics, neutron sources
Inertial fusion



Medical applications

Therapy
The last decades: electron accelerators
(converted to X-ray via a target) are used very
successfully for cancer therapy)

Today's research: proton accelerators instead
(hadron therapy): energy deposition can be
controlled better, but huge technical
challenges

Imaging
Isotope production for PET scanners







Synchrotron Light Sources

the last two decades, enormous increase in the use of synchrony radiation,
emitted from particle accelerators
Can produce very intense light (radiation), at a wide range of frequencies
(visible or not)
Useful in a wide range of scientific applications



Light sources

Remember the he photons emitted when we
bend a particle beam? They can be useful!
Light sources store a single beam of
particles, for the purpose of shining this light
at useful experiments…so-called light
sources
We can also “wiggle” the particle beam to
produce radiation in specific parts of the EM
spectrum



1) Synchrotron radiation

Charged particles undergoing acceleration emit electromagnetic radiation

Main limitation for circular electron machines
RF power consumption becomes too high

The main limitation factor for LEP...
...the main reason for building LHC !

However, synchrotron radiations is also useful (see later slides)
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